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Abstract—Interrupt-driven programs are widely used in aerospace, medical equipment, and other embedded systems that require extreme safety and stability. However, uncertain interrupt interleaving executions may cause serious data race problems. Static analysis is an important technology to detect data race problems. Existing methods are either too conservative to have low accuracy, or bring lots of false alarms. At the same time, uncertain interleaving execution creates obstacles and detection results may have many false alarms. At the same time, uncertain interleaving execution creates obstacles and detection results may have many false alarms. At the same time, uncertain interleaving execution creates obstacles and detection results may have many false alarms. CBMC, we achieved static analysis towards interrupt-driven programs. In this paper, we proposed a method based on CBMC to detect data race in interrupt-driven programs. Our method achieved accurate analysis of interrupt-driven programs by performing analysis toward interrupt preemption and synchronization semantics, and further validation of the program can be supported. Experiments results on related benchmarks demonstrate our approach’s usability and effectiveness.

Index Terms—interrupt-driven programs, data race, static analysis, bug detection

I. INTRODUCTION

Interrupt-driven program is essential in aerospace, weapon systems, and automotive electronics. The main task continuously responds to the interrupt services and leverages interrupt function to finishing system works. Plenty of engineering practice and experience shows that this kind of programming paradigm can lead to serious data race problems. Data race can make the operating system kernel crash and the missile blast point shift, most of the problems discovered in the spacecraft software during the test phase are related to data race, the harm data race caused is huge.

In the interrupt-driven program, shared variables refer to those variables that read/write access to them simultaneously exists in the main task and at least one interrupt. and messaging between concurrent flows is mostly realized by a large number of shared variables, which may cause data race easier and detection results may have many false alarms. At the same time, uncertain interleaving execution creates obstacles to finding data race precisely.

Static analysis is an important way to find interrupted data race, but because it usually ignores happens-before principles in the program and lack of runtime information, most of the static data race detection methods may either have plenty of false alarms or miss many real errors.

CBMC [1] is a program verification tool for multi-threaded programs, it will follow program paths to an assertion, build a formula that corresponds to the path, solved by an SAT/SMT solver to finally obtain a satisfying static single assignment (SSA) to transfer program as formulas. CBMC performs well on multi-threaded programs in practice, however, it doesn’t support interrupts yet.

This paper focuses on interrupt-driven programs based on shared variables and inter-procedure analysis. Based on CBMC, we achieved static analysis towards interrupt-driven program data race problems and accurately describe and analysis interrupted semantics of preemption and synchronization. We perform precise analysis towards interrupt-driven programs, furthermore, we can use the back-end of CBMC to perform subsequent analysis and verification if necessary.

We have implemented our method on the top of CBMC and applied it to the related benchmarks. The result shows that our method finds all data race problems in benchmarks within a short time. In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

- We propose a sound and precise static analysis method based on CBMC, which will automatically process interrupt-driven programs and detect data race problems efficiently.
- Our method support analysis to interrupted preemption and synchronization semantics. We use priority theory to express preemption and proposed interrupt mask lists (IML) to process synchronization, which is a key to reduce false alarms of detection technology.
- We implement our method in CBMC and developed a prototype named Rchecker to detect data race problems in the interrupt-driven programs. We evaluated it on the benchmarks which are designed intentionally with data race problems. The result indicates that our method finds all races in a short time with fewer false alarms.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the features and semantics of interrupt-driven program. Section III give a detailed description of our work. The experiment evaluation is given in Section IV. Finally, we...
discuss related work in Section V and conclusion in Section VI.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Interrupt-driven Program

An interrupt-driven program consists of one main task and \( N \geq 1 \) interrupts, performed by the main task continuously responding to the interrupts. It contains a set of global shared variables as well as local variables.

Concurrency. In interrupt-driven programs, interrupts happen randomly which means it is unpredictable. Considering the similarity between multi-threaded and interrupts is that, new concurrent flows (threads or interrupts) may arrive at any time during program execution if there is no lock protection, to express concurrency, we simulate interrupted concurrency as multi-threaded does, and create consistent corresponding statements for interrupts at the beginning of the program code.

Preemption. Interrupts have priority, the interrupt owns high priority can preempt low, but lower interrupt can not preempt higher in turn. The preemption between task and interrupt, interrupt and interrupt is asymmetric. We assume that there is no nested phenomenon in the program. Nesting happens when there exist several interrupt preemptions simultaneously which makes system behaviors extremely complicated, it can be infinite theoretically. However, considering the feature that interrupts will return after its execution, so regardless of how deep the nesting depth is, analyzing on preemption comprehensively is enough.

Synchronization. Non-standard low-level synchronization mechanisms (such as disable-enable interrupts, suspend the scheduler, and flag-based synchronization) is a typical way to achieve concurrency control in interrupt-driven programs. We assume that options on interrupt mask register \( \text{disable_isr} \) and \( \text{enable_isr} \) are used to disable and enable interrupts, and proposed interrupt mask list to process synchronization of interrupt-driven program.

B. Vulnerability type

In this paper, we investigate existing research and refine data race defect patterns for interrupt-driven programs. We focus on two types of data race: multibyte variable conflict and access sequence conflict.

Multibyte variable conflict. When C programming language compiled into the underlying machine instructions, a single C statement often corresponds to multiple machine instructions. Therefore, reading or writing to a multi-byte variable is divided into several steps instead of atomic. As shown in Fig. 1.

A read operation to the variable \( \text{multibyte} \) occurs in a low-priority concurrent flow (task function) and there exits a write operation \( +\text{multibyte} \) in interrupt function. If interrupt service triggered when the assembly instructions execute halfway, then there is a potential data race. Traditionally, data race happens when two or more threads access the same memory location concurrently, and at least one of the access

is a write. We attach one more condition, that is single access to the variable in assembling is not atomic.

Access sequence conflict. The race problems is related to three access locations rather two, for the reason that in interrupt, data race is more related to disrupte program’s expected behavior. Consider example shown in Fig. 2.

In task, line 5 and line 3 are expected to get the same value of \( \text{cnt} \), if interrupt comes between them, then the write operation to \( \text{cnt} \); in interrupt will change its value and disrupte the expectation, then data race problem arise .

We let access sequence be a triple \( < a_1, a_2, a_3 > \), where \( a_1, a_3 \) is two consecutive accesses in low-priority concurrent flow and \( a_2 \) comes from high-priority. There are 8 permutations among three read/write events. Some permutations are harmless such as \( < R, R, R > \), simultaneous reading has no impact on the program, and we exclude it from consideration. Access sequence conflict has been summarized into four types as follows:

- \( < R, W, R > \): Access \( a_1, a_3 \) is expected to read the same value, while \( a_2 \) breaks hypothesis.
- \( < W, W, R > \): Access \( a_3 \) is expected to read assignment result of \( a_1 \), when \( a_2 \) comes from interrupt, as a result, \( a_3 \) read variable value written by \( a_2 \) rather expected \( a_1 \).
- \( < R, W, W > \): Typical situation is that \( a_3 \) is related to branch condition, while \( a_3 \) is write operation under the branch. and \( a_2 \) is inappropriate at this time.
- \( < W, W, W > \): In this case, the race happens when continuous writing to the same data elements \( a_1, a_3 \) (like array, buffer, etc.) encounters sudden write \( a_2 \).

C. CBMC

Bounded Model Checking [2] is the most successful formal validation technique to verify the system’s behavior, especially
when the system state space becomes complicated. CBMC is a useful BMC tool for multi-threaded C programs. We use CBMC as a front-end to parse interrupt-driven program. In general, CBMC has the following advantages:

- Handle complex data structures, like a multidimensional pointers, dynamic array allocation, etc.
- Perform precise pointer alias analysis.
- Supports almost all C language grammar and semantics.
- Parse and get all shared variables appeared in multi-threaded programs exhaustively.
- The back-end of CBMC can support further analysis and verification based on existing work.

We assume that loops in the program have limited unwinding depths which is a basic principle in CBMC, and data race defects can be detected under limited loops. We use modeling about C language data elements like pointers, structures, and unions, etc., as the same as CBMC does, for they are independent of interrupt-driven program analysis and CBMC has done a good job in this regard. We perform analysis based on its memory model and SSA.

III. ALGORITHMS AND ILLUSTRATION

The overview of our work is shown in Fig. 3. Given an interrupt-driven C program, we first obtain interrupt-related information, such as interrupt function name and its priority, those messages should be identified by specific external configuration. We distinguish interrupt by external configuration information, then parse the program and shared access space is built for the program, which is defined as follows:

**Definition 1 (Shared access space):** Shared access space is a finite set of all shared access events that appear in the program. Shared access means a single read/write option to the certain memory address (like variables, ports, registers) in the program, and the access is global rather local, otherwise, it won’t be shareable. We define $S = (A, T, P, I_M)$ be a shared access space where:

- $A$ is a set of program memory address accessed.
- The set of $T$ is the set of concurrent flows, i.e., interrupts.
- Every interrupt has its own priority, all priorities make up the set $P$.
- $I_M$ represents a list for interrupt mask status, it contains a list of integers and indicates which priorities of interrupt in the current program location are currently masked.

Where interrupt mask list $I ML \subseteq I_M$ is maintained by each single shared access in the critical section.

We use CBMC to extract all shared read/write access to construct shared access space. To make the best use of this space, we divide the entire space into many basic access blocks. Within basic access blocks, we build a local control flow graph to achieve less false positives and less false negatives. Among basic access blocks, we perform pattern matching to find data race problems in interrupts.

According to past detection or testing technology toward interrupt-driven programs, the most challenging problem is that it is not easy to accurately describe the specific semantics of preemption and synchronization mechanism, because system behavior is unpredictable and program path is too elusive to simulate it.

We employ interrupt-driven semantics to guide static analysis and incorporate semantic features into the analysis procedure. Specifically, preemption guides analysis between basic blocks, only high-priority basic access blocks can preempt low-priority, and the reverse is not true. Synchronization is characterized by dynamically maintaining interrupt mask lists (IML) in the location of programs where shared access happens. In this way, we take semantics into consideration and finally get precise results.

### A. Shared access space construction

We transfer program to SSA, from where extracts all shared read/write access to memory addresses and constructs shared access space, as shown in Fig. 4. Divided by memory address and concurrent flow, we derived the basic access block, i.e., all shared read/write access operations to single variable $A$ in single concurrent flow $T$. In basic access blocks, we build control flow, and outside the blocks perform pattern matching of data race problems.

![Fig. 3. An overview of our method.](image)

![Fig. 4. Shared access space of interrupt-driven program.](image)
B. Build control flow graph

To implement a flow-sensitive static analysis, we build the local control flow graph (LCFG) for basic access blocks. In basic access block, we get a collection of shared access events, it is in the order of appearance sequence in codes rather program path.

We use simple constraint solving to build LCFG, each shared access in the program has a path condition, we call it a guard. For the code If(A) Then B, the guard of B is A. Suppose that the guard of access a₁, a₂ is g₁, g₂ respectively, we use off-the-shelf SMT solver to solve the united guard. If g₁ ∧ g₂ is satisfiable, then there may exist an edge between a₁ and a₂, if it is unsatisfiable, then a₁ and a₂ belong to different branches and can not happen one after another. In this way, we can easily get all possible edges based on absolute happenbefore relationship.

One serious problem is, there still have some possible edges from access events that unrelated in order of appearance, where and how deep we should backtrack to find all edges is the key point to build precise LCFG. To solve this, we propose the upper bound relationship of two shared access events.

Definition 2 (Upper bound, \( \sup_R \)): For two shared accesses a₁, a₂ and its guard g₁, g₂, we say a₁ is upper bound of a₂ when a₁ is the earliest event that can happen continuously before a₂.

Suppose that \( \text{solve}(g₁ \land g₂) \) is the constraint solving result of g₁ ∧ g₂ where SAT means satisfiable and UNSAT means unsatisfiable, then we have theory as follows:

\[
\text{solve}(\neg(g₁ \land g₂)) = \text{UNSAT} \iff a₁ = \sup_R(a₂)
\]

In a narrow sense, g₁ ∧ g₂ represents a program path from g₁ to g₂. \( \neg g₁ \) indicates an opposite path condition to g₁. When \( \text{solve}(\neg(g₁ \land g₂)) \) is SAT, it means that there exist a program path from \( \neg g₁ \) to g₂, and a₂ can happen without following the path where a₁ is. On the contrary, if it is UNSAT, it turns out that there exists no path that won’t via a₁ to a₂, and there the upper bound of a₂ is a₁.

C. Data race pattern matching

To find data race problems by pattern matching, firstly we let CBMC process interrupts as threads because CBMC doesn’t support interrupts at all. We create interrupted concurrent flow statements at the beginning of the program code just like multi-threaded programming did, and then take priority into consideration to process preemption. In order to highlight the preemption relationship, we let every concurrent flow T maintains a tuple of (T₁d, F, B, P) where,

- Every T has a T₁d as unique identification.
- F is function name of a task or interrupt.
- Every T has a set of basic access blocks B.
- P represent the priority of T.

From external interrupt configuration, we can extract all concurrent flows as tuples and rank the interrupt functions in descending order of priority. Consider that function name F and priority P among different T may be identical, so we use T₁d as key and give them T₁d in order.

When analyzing data race problem occurs between two concurrent flows T₁ and T₂, suppose that problem is caused by T₂ interrupting the execution of T₁ (like access sequence conflicts), if the priority of T₂ is lower than T₁’s, the problem won’t happen because preemption doesn’t hold.

In this way, we enumerate all the possibilities among two concurrent flows, and according to the vulnerability types, we rule out failed preemption to complete the pattern matching process.

D. Interrupt semantic guidance

Weak support for synchronization may bring many false positives, synchronization prunes out many branches of programs that exactly not exist. We don’t combine synchronization with the program’s control flow information but proposed interrupt mask list (IML) for every shared access event in the critical section.

We use IML to describe synchronization of interrupts, identify duplicate lock–unlock problems simply and efficiently, and remove failed protection for shared accesses to expose potential data race defects. IML consists of an ordered collection of integers, every shared access in the area between the critical section maintains an IML. For example, \( <3,2> \) represent current access firstly disables interrupt with priority 3, then disables priority 2, if any other interrupts whose priority is neither 3 nor 2 and perform enable operation on priority 3 or 2, then there will break expected protection, we need to remove failed locks and update related IML. If the above does not happen, it means the protection is effective, and we just use IML to judge whether the race problems will happen.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm of updating IML

1: construct the initial IML for every shared access events when parsing programs;
2: \( L \leftarrow \text{IML of a variable from low-priority interrupt} \);
3: \( H' \leftarrow \text{set of IMLs of the same variable from higher-priority interrupt than } L \);
4: for each IML H in H' do
5: acquire the priority \( P_h \) that H belonging;
6: for each elements e in L do
7: if e == \( P_h \) then
8: break;
9: end if
10: for any element \( e' \) in H do
11: if e' == e then
12: remove e from L;
13: end if
14: end for
15: end for
16: end for

The initial IML for every shared access event in the critical section is constructed when parsing the program. When a disabled or enabled operation to interrupts detected, we push or pop the corresponding priority into current IML, after
updating every IML, we finally get accurate IML to present which interrupts are disabled before current shared access happens. The IML describes synchronization of interrupts, at the same time solve the duplicate synchronization operation problems, it is an important factor in achieving accurate detection.

IV. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION

We choose the Racebench 2.1 benchmarks which are available online \(^1\) to evaluate our tool, many studies on interrupt-driven program detection have performed their experiments on this suite.

The Racebench consists of 30 cases and contains 50 bugs that insert manually, they are written according to realistic settings and reflects most of the syntactic and semantic features of C. The cases usually are small in size but not toy case, they are carefully constructed and have a detailed description about the program to help verify the correctness of related researches. Those cases have one or more data race problems, 1 to 4 interrupts, varied data structures and hundreds even thousands of read/write access events, which all make analysis on them become challenging.

Our experiments were conducted on PC with 2.2GHz Intel(R) i7-8750H CPU (four cores), 4GB RAM, and OS of Ubuntu16.04. For the loop unwinding depth of the program, the deeper the unwinding depth is, the more precise result we get, and the time consumption become higher in the meantime. We reduced the number of loops in the Racebench programs by a factor of 100 and set loop unwinding depth to fixed 101 times to balance accuracy and efficiency.

For all techniques, Table.I summarized the results of running our tool on Racebench benchmarks. Notice that one of the cases in Racebench encountered an unexpected error with our tool and we ignore it in the experiment. Among all the 30 cases, the size of the program range from 30 to 90 SLOC, and the average size of programs is 55 SLOC. The cases are shown in table.I are arranged in ascending of “Size” and then “Events”. The column “Events” shows the number of shared read/write access events in each case, and the “Interrupts” column indicates the number of interrupts in the case. The detected result of Rchecker is shown in column “Detected Race” which consists of three parts, the “total” is a total number of data race problems that have been detected, #CF means the number of races in results that related to local control flow construction in benchmarks, and #IS is the number of races which is related to interrupt semantic guidance strategy. The run time for every case can be observed in the column “Time”. Since the benchmarks have detailed descriptions including bug location, we compared our detected races and real races in the program, and use the column “Hit” to present how many percentages that we had successfully found races.

As we can see in Table.I, for every case, we found all data race problems that program actually exits with less false positives. The number of shared access events of each case ranges from 6 to 40.4k, and an increase in the scale of events will not lead to a significant increase in time consumption. The vast majority of cases are detected within a second, even for 40.4k shared access events, the analysis time to exhaust all state space is still quite acceptable.

From the experiment results above, we can conclude that our approach can effectively detect data race defects for interrupt-driven programs in an efficient way. We design two algorithm strategies for more effective detection in Section III, one is our local control flow construction strategy, and Algorithm.1 is the strategy of interrupt semantic guidance. Notice that interrupt semantics we have considered include interrupted concurrency, preemption and synchronization. We use synchronization and preemption as the basis of our analysis procedures, so all detected race results are under the influence of interrupt semantics. Here we focus on analyzing the performance of interrupt synchronization guidance strategy on the results.

To measure the performance of two strategies, we divided the results of detected races into two parts in Table.I. #CF and #IS is the number of races in detect results that related to our two strategies respectively. In benchmarks, some cases designed intentionally to create barriers to analyzing the control flow and synchronization relationship of the program. To determine whether we find real races or not, we pick it up and compared the #CF and #IS in detected races and real races one by one, then the benefits of the two strategies are determined. As shown in Table.II, with our strategies, we found all races related to LCFG and synchronization in programs, and these races each account for 40.8% and 32.7% of all data race problems in Racebench, which means that the two strategies improve tool’s performance by 40.8% and 32.7% respectively.

From table.II we can see that both “#CF” and “#IS” can significantly improve the performance of our tool, and as the size of the program increases, the time consumption didn’t increase too much. This indicates both the strategies of building the local control flow graph and interrupt semantics guiding have important contributions in terms of accuracy and efficiency.

V. RELATED WORK

Savage [3] et al. proposed a dynamic data race detection tool Eraser based on the lockset algorithm, which maintains the current lock information of each thread during program execution, and updates the lock held by shared variables when the variable is no longer locked. Von [4] and Elmas [5] refined and extended the Eraser method, which enables more accurate and effective detection of object-level data race. Besides, Valgrind [4] integrates several tools together to find memory management and threading bugs. Helgrind [7] is part of it used to find race condition in multi-threaded programs and it is implemented on the top of Eraser.


---

\(^1\) https://github.com/chenruibuaa/racebench/tree/master/2.1
### TABLE I

**Experimental Results of Detecting Interrupt-driven Cases**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case ID</th>
<th>Size (LOC)</th>
<th>Events</th>
<th>Interrupts</th>
<th>Detected Race</th>
<th>Real Race</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>total #CF</td>
<td>IS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>804</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>810</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>40.4k</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>517</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>515</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>516</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>2.2k</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>535</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>547</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SUM**

|    | 75 | 25 | 26 | 49 | 20 | 16 | 26 |

### TABLE II

**Statistics of Performance of Two Strategies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Find Race$^1$</th>
<th>Total Race</th>
<th>Improve</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#CF</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>40.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#IS</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>32.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^1$ The column “Find Race” refers to the overlapping part of “Detected Race” and “Real Race” in Table I.

detect data race. The Djit+ [11] algorithm uses the vector-clock format to record the logical clock accessed by the thread and the shared memory, and only the first read/write access to the shared memory location is recorded in each time frame. FastTrack [12] replace heavyweight vector clocks with an adaptive lightweight representation and significantly improves time and space performance with no loss in precision. Loft [13] analysis some scenarios based on FastTrack to further reduce vector-clock based assignment and comparison operations. iFT [14] simplified FastTrack in some ways, it eliminates the need to traverse every item of vector-clock for analysis, but only focuses on left-most and right-most which reduces the detection complexity of read and write access operations to $O(1)$.

MultiRace [11] firstly utilized the improved lockset algorithm to find possible data race, and detect whether the feasible statement pairs are truly concurrent. Helgrind+ [15] constrains the sequence of operations executed by threads in a single segment, which reflects the logical clocks of threads. ThreadSanitizer [16] use segment to represent consecutive memory access events in a thread, and made a good performance in practice. There are also some dynamic approaches using sampling technology such as LiteRace [17] and AteXRace [18]. There have been few visible results in the detection of data race for interrupt-driven programs. Regehr [19] proposed a way to verify the correctness of interrupt-driven program concurrency, i.e., first convert the program to thread-based program and then use the existing technology like YOGAR-CBMC [20] for multi-threaded program concurrent correctness verification. The approach is not rigorous, and further formal semantic representations are needed to ensure the correctness of the conversion. Mercer and Jones [21] propose a method for interrupt-driven embedded code model verification in conjunction with the state saving and recovery capabilities of a GDB debugger. SLAM [22] and RacerX [23] can also be used to check kernel code containing interrupts, but both are based on a specific interrupt call pattern and are not oriented towards interrupt-driven programs.

Wu [24] converts interrupt-driven programs to non-deterministic sequential programs then collect the path conditions under where race occurs. On this basis, the path
conditions are converted to SMT formulas by a bounded model checking, by determining whether the path formula can be satisfied to eliminate false positives. Chopra [25] defines a natural notion of data races and a happens-before ordering for interrupt-driven programs, and proposed the notion of disjoint blocks to define the synchronization as well as efficient “sync-CFG” to carry static analysis. And Pan [26] proposes a new modeling language that extended the UML sequence diagram with interrupt fragment, mask variable, and task constraint to model the unpredictable and preemptive interrupt-driven behavior, guiding off-the-shelf tools and get good performance.

VI. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an entire framework based on CBMC to detect data race problems in the interrupt-driven program. We implement analysis towards interrupts using CBMC and express interrupt preemption by priority of the concurrency. To obtain accuracy and efficiency, we build local CFG of programs to perform flow-sensitive analysis and proposed IML to describe the synchronization of the interrupt-driven program. The experiments on a set of programming tasks show that our approach can detect data race accurately and efficiently for the interrupt-driven program.
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